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NEWS FOR FARRIERS
Diamond Tracker – One
Shoe, Countless Shapes
The Diamond Tracker
Unclipped is available in
Sizes 00, 0, 1 and 2.
Farriers have beed
excited about the
improvements to the line
since Kerckhaert put the
brand under their
umbrella. The shoe has a
number of quality points
but most farriers are
drawn first to the nice
shape that will fit a lot of
front feet with very little
modification. Time is
money.

JUST A
REMINDER
Liberty Hybrid
Horseshoe Nails
Now Available in
Steel and Copper
(Cu) Shield
• Modified head design works well in
concave and shoes punched for E-head
nails

Diamond
Tracker

• Extra strong and durable material
• Extra length

THE DIAMOND TRACKER FEATURES INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

• Extra pitch as result of new head design

• First shoe in this style easily converted for both front and
hind

• Perfect in combination with pads

• V-Style Crease

• Extra sharp and smooth for less damage

• Sole Relief
Available in Steel and Copper (Cu) Shield
sizes 3, 4 and 5. Ask your FPD dealer about
these new nails!

• Ideal nail hole position
• Good heel support
• Nail choices include Liberty and Liberty Cu with Copper
Shield Technology in sizes 5 City, 5 Slim or 5 Combo

facebook.com/FarrierProductDistribution

youtube.com/farrierproducts

View the full line of Liberty
and Liberty Copper (Cu)
Shield horseshoe nails on FPD’s
Field Guide for Farriers
farrierproducts.com/fieldguide/nails.

instagram.com/fpdinc

farrierproducts.com/fieldguide
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SIMPLE STEPS LEAD TO
CONSISTENT CLINCHING

TWO METHODS of clinching are the hammer clinch and the use of a clinching tool. Both methods have the
same goal - to provide a neat, safe and effective clinch. In recent years, many farriers have come to rely
almost completely on the clincher in their finish work. The following ideas and pictures illustrate some of the
steps that can be used in this method. No matter what method you use, your clinches should be of consistent
length and smooth when completed. Long clinches add no strength to the job.
Unless you are in an old nail hole you will always get a bit of hoof pushed out under the nail. It is most
obvious after you have blocked the nails and are getting ready to do the clinching. If you are careful with the
smooth side of your rasp or finish file you can
clean this up by running the file or rasp under the
nail. If you don’t take care with this method you
can leave unsightly lines between the nails. Some
believe these lines, which are often parallel to the
ground, create a weakness in the wall, something
like cutting glass. It is also very difficult to create
a “bed” to set the clinch in using this method.
2.
1.
To avoid the possibility of weakening the wall or
leaving unsightly marks you can use the undercut
method. The photos we have here illustrate the
steps.
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7.

Start by using the clincher to pull the nail to a 90
degree angle to the wall. Then cut the nail very
close to the wall. You want to leave only enough
nail to be able to grab it with your clincher.
After cutting the nail, use the undercut to cut a
scoop or create a bed for the clinch to go in. This
allows your clinch to be squeezed tight against the
hoof without leaving nail on the outer surface to
be filed off. In the end you have more nail mass
at the bend of the clinch, providing a much
stronger clinch and a flush fit with the wall.

Nails have been blocked.
Clincher is used to pull nail to approximately 90 degree angle from wall.
Nail is cut almost flush with wall.
Undercut can be used to make “bed” for clinch.

9.

8.

10.

11.

When clinching, don’t yank downward in a raking
motion. This can tear more hoof below the clinch if
the motion is too strong and at the very least leave
unsightly marks. You should be able to squeeze the
clinchers with a very light motion and bend the
clinch over. This squeezing pushes the clinch back
into the bed you have created. You might even find
that a slight upward motion of your tool, while
squeezing, produces a neater clinch, and job, than
if you rake downward.
There are a number of clinchers available. The
traditional saddle horse clincher is the most
commonly used. There are a couple of newer styles
on the market including curved jaw versions and
styles with an angled head making it easier to
position your hands to make the squeeze to do the
clinch. n
8&9

12.

13.

14.

15.

With clincher you now squeeze the clinch
over - don’t use raking motion.
10
Finished job with clinches lightly filed and
sand blocked.
11 & 12 If you use a file or rasp to clean under
clinches work carefully to avoid leaving line
or other marks on wall.
14 & 15 Clinching with this Lopez Style clincher you
only need to squeeze to finish clinch- not rake
or pull them down at an angle.

Connect with FPD

and Join the Conversation

Facebook

Instagram

HoofWall™ Blog

Like FPD’s Facebook page to view, like,
share and comment on industry
news,photos, videos and events.
facebook.com/FarrierProductDistribution

Follow @fpdinc to view, favorite, share
and comment on industry photos and
videos.
instagram.com/fpdinc

FPD explores the world of the
professional farrier and offers practical
educational material for farriers.
farrierproducts.com/blog

YouTube

FPD Field Guide

Subscribe to FPD’s YouTube channel for
educationalfarrier videos that offer real
world application for farriers of all skill
levels.
youtube.com/farrierproducts

A useful on-the-go guide to the best
horseshoes, nails and tools for various
disciplines with tips and videos on how
best to use them.
farrierproducts.com/fieldguide

